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Only the automatic transmission is fussy about the type of ATF it gets. Axles Dana 30 - 1.
Automatic Transmission Fill Procedure per the FSM 32RH and 30RH 3 spd auto To avoid
overfilling transmission after a fluid change or overhaul, perform the following procedure:
Remove dipstick and insert clean funnel in transmission fill tube. Apply parking brakes. Start
and run engine at normal curb idle speed. Apply service brakes, shift transmission through all
gear ranges then back to NEUTRAL, set parking brake, and leave engine running at curb idle
speed. Remove funnel, insert dipstick and check fluid level. If level is low, add fluid to bring
level to MIN mark on dipstick. Check to see if the oil level is equal on both sides of the dipstick.
If one side is noticeably higher than the other, the dipstick has picked up some oil from the
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exactly enough to do both? EJD said:. Reactions: Chris. JP98 said:. The 75W gives you a
greater temp range of operation. Are you running lockers in your Diff? No lockers. Ok so that
means the 75W is better for heavier duty use and 80W would be more suited for lighter duty?
Reactions: ceccx Without lockers your Diff capacity should be roughly 3 qts between the front
and rear. I would go 75w to cover you. OK and then do I need 4 oz of friction modifier?
Reactions: EJD. So i just click on the link to the Mobil 1 on Amazon and bought 4 quarts but i
think they sent me the wrong thing which has Fiction Modifier included. Will it hurt anything if i
use it? BigWheel88 said:. Supporting Member. Most GL-5 gear lubes contain the friction
modifier additive, it is hard to find one that does not include it. As Chris said, the presence of
friction modifier in a gear GL-5 gear lube presents no problem if it isn't needed as it is not in
your Rubicon. Goblin Being vague is better than this other thing Supporting Member. Great
info! Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk. I hope I didn't buy the wrong oil. CounterEMF said:.
Reactions: CounterEMF. Dogue Member. Chris said:. Cooling System 2. Post reply. Top Bottom.
They feature everything you love about our books in an instantly accessible digital online form,
that you can use via any device with an internet connection. This page is taken directly from our
online manual covering all Jeep Wrangler models with 4 cylinder, V6, and inline 6 cylinder
engines. At the specified time intervals, Haynes reccomends 30, miles or 2 years, the
transmission fluid should be drained and replaced. Since the fluid will remain hot for hours after
driving, perform this procedure only after the engine has cooled down completely. Before
beginning work, purchase the 4 quarts of the specified transmission fluid and a new filter. Other
tools necessary for this job include jackstands to support the vehicle in a raised position, a
drain pan capable of holding at least eight pints, newspapers and clean rags. Raise the vehicle
with a proper floor jack not the spare tire jack and support it securely on jack stands. Set aside
this bolt for reuse and mark the bolt hole that you removed it from, typically the second from the
front on the left side. It can be purchased from many auto parts stores, or online. If a scan tool
is unavailable, an infrared heat gun pointed at the transmission fluid pan can give the
approximate temperature. The fluid level should be measured with it between 80 and degrees
Fahrenheit see charts. On models with a dipstick, it will be near the firewall on the driver's side.
On models without a dipstick, remove this cap from the filler tube and check the fluid level with
tool no. Automatic transmission fluid level-to-temperature chart - later models with Ultradrive

42RLE 4-speed automatic transmission and no dipstick. Automatic transmission fluid
level-to-temperature chart - and up 5-speed NAG1 automatic transmission. This video is a
general overview of changing the transmission fluid on the typical vehicle. Much of it applies to
the Jeep Wrangler, no matter if you have a 3, 4 or 5-speed automatic transmission, but it is
meant merely as a supplement to the above instructions. Go to front page. Search results
Search Haynes. Year Year Make Make. Model Model. With a drain pan in place, remove the rear
and side transmission pan mounting bolts. Carefully clean the gasket surface of the
transmission to remove all traces of the old gasket and sealant. Drain the fluid from the
transmission pan, clean it with solvent and dry it with compressed air. Earlier models are held
on with three bolts, while later models simply press into an o-ring. Install a new filter with new
O-ring or gasket if provided. Put the pan in place against the transmission and, working around
the pan, finger tighten each bolt, then tighten a little at a time until the final torque figure is
reached to avoid warping the pan. On through models, clean the adhesive-coated bolt 2nd from
the front on the left and apply new adhesive sealant. Expect to need about 4 quarts, but do not
overfill. Check the fluid level. Check under the vehicle for transmission fluid leaks during the
first few trips, and check the fluid level after a week. Embedded video. Haynes Nuggets.
Recommended for you. How to clean salt and grime off the car after winter. February 19, Haynes
shows you how on YouTube: Nissan Pathfinder. February 17, February 8, January 29, Lake
Chevy helped make these videos. The engine in your Jeep Wrangler should be running when
you perform a transmission fluid level check, otherwise it will be inaccurate. The video above
shows where the transmission fluid dipstick is located in your Wrangler and how to check the
transmission fluid level. If the transmission fluid level in your Wrangler is low, you need to add
transmission fluid through the dipstick tube. When adding transmission fluid to your Wrangler,
be sure to add it slowly as it will fill up quickly and is difficult to remove excess fluid if you
overfill. If you are having problems with the transmission in your Wrangler, such as clunky
shifting or hesitation, check the fluid level first - it is amazing how many drivers pay thousands
of dollars for transmission work when a half quart of transmission fluid would have fixed the
problem. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on
their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on
the road. If you are leaking oil and parking on your oil spots each night, the oil is breaking down
your tires' rubber. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also
slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to
help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace the front turn signal. If your
blinker doesn't blink, or blinks rapidly, you likely have a burnt out bulb. Top up power steering
fluid. Help keep your car as responsive as you are by maintaining proper power steering fluid
levels. Plug the oil leak. Try this cheap fix for leaks. Animals love the sweet smell of antifreeze,
too bad it's toxic! Fix your minor leaks. See all videos for the Jeep Wrangler. We have a massive
and growing video library, but we don't have everything The transmission type depends on the
engine: 5. You can make a positive ID of your Cherokee's transmission by locating its model
number. Access the Jeep Cherokee's transmission by looking underneath the Cherokee.
Identification numbers for the AW4 and 30RH are located on the passenger's side while 46RH
and 42RE numbers are on the driver's side of the transmission. Locate the transmission's
identification numbers. All four transmissions have their ID tags or stampings in the area where
the transmission pan bolts to the transmission. Identify the transmission. The first set of
numbers is the assembly part number, followed by the build date and the transmission's
individual serial number. The assembly part number shows the transmission model number. A
native of New Haven, Conn. After working as a reporter in Oregon, he is now based back home
in New Haven. Step 1 Access the Jeep Cherokee's transmission by looking underneath the
Cherokee. Step 2 Locate the transmission's identification numbers. References Offroaders.
There are alternate names for the transmissions used on Jeep Cherokees. These are Chrysler's
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the different fluid capacities for various Wrangler TJ models. Engine 2. See post 2 below for
fluid amount. See post 2 below for FSM procedure. AX-5 5 speed manual 3. I highly recommend
Redline MT AX 5 speed manual 3. NV 5 speed manual 2. I highly recommend Redline MTL. NSG
6 speed manual 1. Transfer Case 1. Only the automatic transmission is fussy about the type of
ATF it gets. Axles Dana 30 - 1. Automatic Transmission Fill Procedure per the FSM 32RH and
30RH 3 spd auto To avoid overfilling transmission after a fluid change or overhaul, perform the
following procedure: Remove dipstick and insert clean funnel in transmission fill tube. Apply
parking brakes. Start and run engine at normal curb idle speed. Apply service brakes, shift
transmission through all gear ranges then back to NEUTRAL, set parking brake, and leave
engine running at curb idle speed. Remove funnel, insert dipstick and check fluid level. If level
is low, add fluid to bring level to MIN mark on dipstick. Check to see if the oil level is equal on
both sides of the dipstick. If one side is noticeably higher than the other, the dipstick has picked
up some oil from the dipstick tube. Allow the oil to drain down the dipstick tube and re-check.
Drive vehicle until transmission fluid is at normal operating temperature. With the engine
running at curb idle speed, the gear selector in NEUTRAL, and the parking brake applied, check
the transmission fluid level. Add fluid to bring level up to MAX arrow mark. When fluid level is
correct, shut engine off, release park brake, remove funnel, and install dipstick in fill tube.
Reactions: Medali and ceccx Joined Oct 29, Messages 6, Location Orygun, the wet side
Remember to remove the FILL plug first when changing fluids on the manual transmissions and
all transfer cases. Sometimes it just doesn't want to come out, and it's nice to be able to put
new fluids back in after you drain out the old fluids. Also, the fill plug on the AX5 is on the
passenger side of the transmission, not the drivers side. I know the plug on the drivers side
looks like a fill plug, but it's not. Don't touch it. Hey so whats the benefit of either 80W or 75W?
There seems to be a little price jump for the 75W Also i have a Dana 30 up front and a Dana 35 in
back, will 3 quarts be exactly enough to do both? EJD said:. Reactions: Chris. JP98 said:. The
75W gives you a greater temp range of operation. Are you running lockers in your Diff? No
lockers. Ok so that means the 75W is better for heavier duty use and 80W would be more suited
for lighter duty? Reactions: ceccx Without lockers your Diff capacity should be roughly 3 qts
between the front and rear. I would go 75w to cover you. OK and then do I need 4 oz of friction
modifier? Reactions: EJD. So i just click on the link to the Mobil 1 on Amazon and bought 4
quarts but i think they sent me the wrong thing which has Fiction Modifier included. Will it hurt
anything if i use it? BigWheel88 said:. Supporting Member. Most GL-5 gear lubes contain the
friction modifier additive, it is hard to find one that does not include it. As Chris said, the
presence of friction modifier in a gear GL-5 gear lube presents no problem if it isn't needed as it
is not in your Rubicon. Goblin Being vague is better than this other thing Supporting Member.
Great info! Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk. I hope I didn't buy the wrong oil. CounterEMF
said:. Reactions: CounterEMF. Dogue Member. Chris said:. Cooling System 2. Post reply. Top
Bottom. Jeep Wrangler manual transmissions are durable. However, checking the transmission
fluid in your Jeep Wrangler is an essential part of proper maintenance. If you let the
transmission fluid in your vehicle get too low, it can cause major damage and could potentially
result in a ruined transmission. Follow these steps to make sure your transmission fluid is at
the proper level. Crawl under your Jeep Wrangler and locate the transmission. You'll find a bolt
about midway up on the transmission. After you remove the bolt, fluid may come out of the hole
where the bolt was located. This, of course, indicates that the fluid is full. If no fluid comes out
after you take out the bolt, put your pinky finger in the hole and extend it downward. If the fluid
is at the correct level, you should be able to touch it with your pinky. If your transmission is low
on fluid, you need to add more. New transmission fluid is available at any auto parts store. If
your transmission is extremely low on fluid or completely out, it needs to be serviced
immediately. A transmission service technician will drain and replace the transmission fluid. Eri
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n Stewart is a professional editor and copywriter who has served as a newspaper reporter,
designer, and news editor, and currently works as part of a dynamic marketing communications
team. Step 1 Crawl under your Jeep Wrangler and locate the transmission. Step 2 Choose the
open-end box wrench that fits that bolt and take the bolt out. Step 3 After you remove the bolt,
fluid may come out of the hole where the bolt was located. Step 4 If no fluid comes out after you
take out the bolt, put your pinky finger in the hole and extend it downward. Step 5 If your
transmission is low on fluid, you need to add more. Tips While you are under your Jeep
Wrangler, it's a good time to check for other leaks, such as oil leaks or fluid escaping from the
differential or the transfer case. If you take your Jeep in regularly to have the oil changed, you

can also have the service technician check the transmission fluid levels for you. Check the fluid
in your Jeep Wrangler manual transmission every 3, miles.

